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Scorching sun, dry winds and rising temperature-the three prominent characteristic of summer
season in India. Summerâ€™s isnâ€™t always easy breezy. But still we all want to look great and well turned-
out every nick and time. No matter how blistering the sun is shining outside, every female wishes to
appear best and feel great. There are certain changes which you can make in your daily diet habit,
lifestyle and makeup products and application technique to look attractive and sparkling in summer
season. It is important to get the right type of makeup product India organized precisely in your
makeup kit India to get a soothing and natural look during summer period.

Makeup is an art which conceals all the imperfections of the face and highlights the best features in
order to make you look stunning and perfect. It is not necessary to apply each and every makeup
product India available in the market especially in summers when sweating can smudge your
makeup and make you look messy and filthy. Following are few tips to make you look gorgeous as
well as be comfortable in the burning hot season.

Foundation is the first thing which you must remove from your makeup kit India till the arrival of
autumn season. If you canâ€™t survive without the product, then it is advisable to use tinted moisturizer
to hide small flaws of your face. Tinted Moisturizer is lighter than foundation but is equally effective.

Dare not to wear bold makeup especially on your eyes. A light dab of soothing eye shadow with
defined eyes and waterproof kajal and mascara is perfect for summer season. Most of the people
believe that moisturizer can be skip in summer season but sun exposure dries out skin hence there
is requirement of replenishment the moisture that is lost. So find a summer moisturizer with SPF
that is lightweight yet effective. Always go for tinted one and can skip the foundation all together.

Take good care of your hands and feet and treat them well before applying nail paints. You can
experiment with juicy, fresh and dark shades like cherry red, bright yellow, baby pink and navy blue
to give a contemporary touch to your look.

Prefer using bronzer instead of blush for evening makeup so that you can get natural sun kissed
look. To shield face from the sun, donâ€™t forget to use a lip balm that contains SPF. Skip the lipstick
and opt for a tinted lip balm that not only protects but provides a hint of color.

Make waterproof Makeup products India your best friend and an inseparable part of your cheap
airbrush makeup kits India throughout the summer season. These products will help you get clean
and apparent look even if you are using darker shades in your makeup.

Avoid using anything which is sticky and creamy, to avoid dust particles settling on your face.

Drink lots and lots of water and donâ€™t forget to apply sun block lotion with SPF to save your skin from
any damage from the sun.

Rember these easy tips and go out to enjoy the summer season without worrying about your
makeup. Donâ€™t worry about the summer season; instead welcome it with a bright smile.
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Flawless mu air is a well known leading a Makeup products India and airbrush makeup kits/bags
manufacturer and supplier. For online shopping of a Makeup kit India visit at www.flawlessmuair.com
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